Media Release

New products from maxon motor.

maxon motor have introduced two new types of flat motors, the EC60 and EC90 Power Up DC motors.

maxon motor continue to develop the powerful technology of their motors and look for ways to save costs, and the new EC60 and EC90 flat DC motors are no exception. The motors are an overhaul of existing versions that realise considerable increase in power through improving the cooling effect of units. There is an open rotor variant delivering approximately 50% additional power while the ventilated variant with fan provides up to 100% more.

EC60 flat Power Up
maxon EC60 flat motors are available as a standard 100W variant, open rotor variant with optimised cooling (150 W) and a ventilated 200W variant with optimised cooling-through-fan.

EC90 flat Power Up
The EC90 flat motors are already available in two different lengths, as a standard 160W and 260W variant. The new open rotor variant with optimised cooling is available in 220W and 400W versions and a ventilated variant with optimised cooling-through-fan in 360W and 600W versions.

Both the EC60 and EC90 flat motors are available in connector and cable versions.

For more information please contact maxon motor Australia tel. +61 2 9457 7477.
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